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Abstract. This paper introduces a novel design approach for an automotive 
direct manipulation interface. The proposed design, as applied in a full-
windshield Head-Up Display system, aims to improve the driver's situational 
awareness by considering information as it becomes available from various 
sources such as incoming mobile phone calls, text and email messages. The 
vehicle's windshield effectively becomes an interactive display area which 
allows the system to increase the quality as well as throttle the quantity of 
information distilled to the driver in typical driving situations by utilising the 
existing mobile phone network. Opting for a simplistic approach of interaction, 
the interface elements are based on minimalist visual representation of real 
objects. This paper discusses the challenges involved in the HUD design, 
introduces the visual components of the interface and presents the outcome of a 
preliminary evaluation of the system on a group of ten users, as performed 
using a driving simulator. 
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1   Introduction 

The proliferation of mobile communication devices and significant advances in 
related technologies have placed users at the centre of an information cluster, wherein 
immediate access to data and instant notification of communication opportunities is 
required. In particular, mobile phones, PDAs and the promise of urban wireless 
connectivity have significantly empowered users into a “nomadic” mode of operation, 
where the need to maintain access to available information remains constant even 
when “on the move” by means of vehicular transport. Overall, modern drivers have 
prominent infotainment requirements which need to be met adequately. 

Recently, developments in vehicular manufacturing have rendered Head-Up 
Display (HUD) interfaces as an increasingly viable alternative to traditional Head-
Down Displays (HDD) [6]. These interfaces present fresh opportunities for the 
portrayal of information using symbolic/alphanumeric representation and feature a 
larger viewing area than was previously possible. Thus far, it has remained an open 
research question whether these new types of interfaces may portray infotainment 
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data in a useful manner, without endangering or inconveniencing the driver. Notably, 
HUDs present a particularly suitable medium to convey such information as they, in 
contrast to HDD instrumentation, may situate visual queues in close proximity to the 
driver’s road-seeking gaze; as long as the queues are subtle and non-distracting there 
is little need for the driver to divert attention away from the driving task [11]. 

Motivated by the above observations, this paper presents a study on the effects of 
in-vehicle communication and investigates the design philosophy behind the proposed 
direct manipulation HUD interface. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The 
next section offers a brief overview of a full-windshield HUD oriented design and 
outlines its main components. The rationale of interrupt strategies and information 
manipulation of the HUD system are analysed in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the 
design requirements of each HUD component in the context of infotainment 
visualization and direct manipulation functionality. Section 5 contains a description of 
the simulation run performed to evaluate the effectiveness of the HUD system and 
Section 6 provides the rationale for the experiment. A discussion on the evaluation 
results is offered in Section 7. Finally, the study further outlines the evolution of the 
system design as a result of ongoing evaluation and user trials, and offers suggestions 
for further research and a tentative plan for future work. 

2   HUD Visual Feedback 

Our previous research with respect to HUD systems has indicated that such interfaces 
may enhance significantly the driver’s spatial and situational awareness resulting in 
faster responses and successful collision avoidance [2]. Drawing from this past 
experience, in this work we entertain the possibility of expanding the HUD interface 
to provide the driver with information on email, mobile calls and text messaging. 
Significantly, related studies in the field have noted the safety risks involved with the 
presentation of extraneous information to the driver [9]. Mindful of such observations, 
we propose an infotainment mode of a HUD interface that attempts to tackle the 
visual cluttering and cognitive capture effects, evident in contemporary instrument-
tation panels. Further, the system has been designed with technological limitations in 
mind so that it may be implemented in a physical prototype in the near future; 
essentially we have taken great care to place the work in the context of what is 
currently technologically feasible and economically viable. 

In its final form, the prototype HUD interface design aims to present information in 
a timely and intuitive manner. Following the design mantra successfully applied in 
our previous work we have opted for a simplified symbolic representation of the 
available information [1]. It should also be stressed that the role of our proposed 
infotainment system is not strictly presentational; there is an interactive element 
associated with it, whereas the driver is probed to identify pieces of information that 
are of interest and, thus, to be displayed. This type of interaction requires a 
sophisticated interface that can process feedback non-intrusively in the in-vehicle 
environment. In this work, such an interface using a direct manipulation style has 
been considered and justified in depth [4, 5, 7]. Two screenshots of the driving 
simulator with and without the interface illustrate the above intentions in Figure 1. 
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Fig. 1. Simulator screenshots with and without the superimposed HUD interface 

3   Interruptability and Information Manipulation 

In this study we attempt to touch a raw nerve of the existing regulations regarding in-
vehicle mobile communication and provide a possible solution to current issues. It has 
evidently been proved through multiple experiments that mobile-calls significantly 
distract the driver from the main task, thus increasing the danger of collisions [10]. 
Nevertheless, recent studies that recorded drivers using various means revealed that 
1/3 of the drivers observed were accepting phone-calls while driving [10]. Extrapo-
lating from these results we hypothesise that SMS and email messaging can be 
equally distracting activities during driving. However, there is a large sample of 
drivers who are highly dependant on constant connectivity through mobile systems. 
Amongst other reasons, medical emergencies can be a strong reliance on in-vehicle 
mobile communications.  

The interruptability of the information flow is essential for compliance with 
existing laws and norms, whereas in the same time can provide the driver with the in-
coming information utilising various interrupt strategies. Interruptability can secure 
the driver’s undisturbed attention by stage-managing human behaviour through 
controlling the reason that provoked the behaviour/action. Pinker suggests that 
ordinary events have causes, but human behaviour has reasons [8]. Therefore if the 
reason (i.e. phone call) which triggers a human behaviour/action (i.e. responding to a 
phone call) can be prevented or delayed in a fashionably manner (i.e. blocking the 
call, recording message from the caller etc.) it is feasible to accommodate in-vehicle 
mobile communications. The recent legislations for mobile communication on the 
move attempt to pursue a similar solution. However, devices such as mobile phones 
and their derivatives do not inflict any impact on the reason itself which actually 
stems from the human need for communication; hence the response to a call is a 
typical human reaction/behaviour and not a mobile-phone specification.  

In this case, if the driver is forced to accept the phone call, his/her attention is 
trichotomised amongst a) the urge to respond to the call and proceed to a conversation 
b) the driving task and c) to visually scan the area for law-enforcement systems (i.e. 
traffic cameras, police vehicles etc. Prohibiting in-vehicle communication by law may 
produce unwanted results and actually increase the chances of an imminent collision. 
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However this prohibition can be successfully applied by selectively interrupting or 
delaying the call and logging the event and a short message which will be accessible 
once the vehicle is stopped. Contemporary instrumentation panels (HDD) already 
burdened with various infotainment devices provide an inadequate solution for 
tackling issues as those described above. Therefore we opted for an interface that can 
effectively control and suggest different types of communication in a timely manner. 

In particular, the proposed interface is designed for specifically conveying mobile 
communication activities to the driver, utilizing a distilling process depending on the 
nature of the call (i.e. level of emergency), current driving condition and vehicle’s 
movement. Subsequently, the use of the windshield area reduces substantially the 
“eyes off the road” time. We assert that when visual cues are superimposed on the 
periphery of the windshield can effectively convey information and avoid visual 
cluttering as the driver’s field of view remains unconcealed. The suggestion of the 
phone-call management is a generalised framework that we currently expand in other 
in-vehicle communication actions such as SMS texting, emailing and web-browsing. 

4   Vehicle’s Direct Manipulation Interface 

The main case-study examines the suitability of the proposed interface in a motorway 
environment. By employing off-the-self icons we attempted to directly apply publicly 
accepted interface components to the automotive environment. However, the utility, 
colour coding and functions of these icons has been partially altered to adhere to our 
previous research in low visibility navigation HUD interfaces thus expanding the 
original idea of effectively informing drivers. Through direct manipulation logic we 
enhanced the icons with interactive attributes that imitate real life objects and actions. 
The driver could manipulate the icons (moving and clicking) on the simulated 
vehicle’s windscreen, through button combinations positioned on the top of the 
simulator’s steering wheel. An analytical review of these icons and their 
functionalities follows. 

4.1   Iconic Representation 

In this phase of the design process we focused our efforts on the representation of five 
pieces of information that were initially identified as the most typical for causing 
instant driver distraction, generating a potential collision situation. Considering this 
information, we defined five icons namely phone-call, countdown cloud, phone-call 
message, sms and email notification. These had been superimposed on the side of the 
windshield utilising the area that produces less distraction as illustrated in previous 
research [12]. The icons appear in context in Fig. 2 and are described in turn below. 

Phone Call. The “phone call” icon is a simple representation of a phone outlined by a 
square which is colour coded (green or red) depending on the incoming call status. 
The appearance of the green icon denotes a suitable time gap in which the driver can 
respond to the phone call by enabling the hands-free or Bluetooth device. In contrast, 
the red icon signifies that the situation is not appropriate for receiving the call as the 
vehicle may be approaching or manoeuvring amongst traffic. Additionally, the red 
phone icon can also serve as an early warning system for traffic congestion as it 
communicates this information well in advance of the actual congestion point.  
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Fig. 2.  Icons used in the direct manipulation interface. Key: (a) Phone Call (b) Count-down 
Cloud (c) Phone Call Message (d) SMS and (e) E-mail. 

Count-down Cloud. This icon completes the pre-mentioned green phone icon 
functionality by harbouring countdown information into a conversation cloud-shaped 
icon. It can be enabled by the sensor and tracking devices of the vehicle when 
approaching dense traffic. For initial experimentation we had a fixed “time-window” 
of 20 seconds, entailing two colour states - white and black - denoting the first and the 
second half of the provided time for conversation respectively. By the completion of 
this time-period, the cloud disappears and the green phone icon turns to red, 
interrupting abruptly the phone call. The positioning of the cloud icon points at the 
phone icon suggesting the activated communication channel. 

Phone Call Message. This is effectively a messaging system provider that records the 
message from the caller. The interruption of the incoming phone call before it reaches 
the driver necessitated the addition of this icon for transferring the recorded 
information in a timely manner i.e. motionless car before a red traffic light or during 
traffic congestion. In such situations, it would be sufficient to rely on the icon 
messaging system to respond to the caller’s message using a number of pre-defined 
text responses (templates). The symbol used for this purpose is a black rectangular 
button-like shape that presents the number of missed or interrupted calls and the 
identity of the caller(s). 

The icons representing SMS and E-mail are briefly introduced in this paper as they 
have been presented only as visual cues to the users without any established 
functionality. Mobile communication through SMS and e-mail while driving is highly 
prohibited for well defined and proved safety reasons. Both icons follow the 
presentation style of blue square outline which visually reduces the significance of the 
provided information. As expected, the SMS icon shares the same functionality with 
the E-mail icon, which can provide further information to the driver by simply 
clicking the icon when the vehicle is stopped. 

5   Simulation Requirements 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed HUD interface, we built a 
custom driving simulator (medium to high-definition). For these particular 
experiments we implemented a further version (Fig. 3) of our driving simulator that 
was previously used in other HUD elements evaluation. It simulates driving on a 
straight motorway with a variable traffic density. The other cars are implemented as 
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autonomous agents that try to keep a constant speed and use a basic overtaking and 
collision avoidance logic. The simulator displays a HUD with control logic that is 
adapted to each experiment. Various events and driving conditions are stored in a log-
file for further analysis. 

The driving simulator is implemented based upon a standard virtual reality 
simulation software toolkit (Multigen VEGA Prime) that runs on a standard PC with 
high-end graphics hardware. Users control the simulation using a steering wheel and 
pedals fixed to a comfortable car seat while the system operator has additional control 
over the experiment using a keyboard. We use a range of projection environments for 
our experiments; previously we evaluated focusing effects of the HUD using a back-
projected stereoscopic environment whereas here we opted for a high-resolution 
wide-screen monoscopic environment as shown in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3. Driving Simulator set-up 

6   Experiment Rationale 

The evaluation experiments of the proposed HUD interface have to meet two 
objectives; first, to determine an effective combination of symbols (and positions) for 
efficiently communicating information to the driver, without causing distraction and 
secondly, to determine whether the system could be measurably conductive for 
improving safety when used as an alternative to obtaining information in a more 
conventional manner. For instance, the accident propensity of a driver was measured 
when picking up a mobile phone to respond to a call as opposed to examining the 
auto-reply messages on the HUD. In particular, four situations have been identified in 
the driving simulation scenarios presented below. 

After a familiarisation run, Scenario 1 involves a phone-call in low density traffic 
(20 vehicles per 1.5km on three motorway lanes). The user was told to accept the call 
if he/she felt comfortable with the driving environment. Scenario 2 is a repetition of 
the first event, although the traffic density has risen substantially (20 vehicles per 
500m on three motorway lanes). Again the user was prompted to accept or decline the 
call after judging the driving situation themselves. In Scenario 3 the driver can accept 
the phone call through a hands-free device or preferably through a Bluetooth 
connection as the system identified the situation as safe to accept a call.  
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In a practical implementation, this can be achieved through an advanced collision 
avoidance system (ACAS) that scans the area around the vehicle, identifying the 
average number of vehicles in close proximity through distance sensors, radar and ad-
hoc wireless networks [3]. However as the vehicle approaches traffic with higher 
density, the system presents another icon (countdown cloud icon) that performs a 
countdown depending on the relevant distance and speed from the leading traffic. By 
the completion of the countdown, the mobile communication is interrupted abruptly. 

Scenario 4 re-enacts a mobile call during high-density traffic where the driver’s 
attention has to be focused on manoeuvring the vehicle and avoiding possible 
collisions. In this case, the interface follows an interrupt strategy, manipulating the 
incoming phone calls. A red phone icon appears in the windscreen denoting the 
blocked phone-call. Additionally a second icon appears to inform that the blocked 
phone-call has been stored as a memo including caller’s number, time and recorded 
personal message. This information can be accessed as soon as the vehicle is 
stationary by clicking the superimposed icon.  

Participants of varying driving experience, gender and age were invited to perform 
the trials on a number of traffic scenarios re-enacting mobile call annoyance during 
driving. The users were called in real-time on their personal mobile phones for 
enhancing further the reality factor of the experimentation. During those trials the 
reaction time and correctness of the driver's reaction to a given situation were 
measured. After the trial each participant was asked to complete a post-test 
questionnaire.  

7   Results and Discussion 

During the trials, several metrics have been recorded with particular interest in the 
response time and error occurrences. Additional data regarding driver’s speed, lane 
position, simulation elapsed time and distance from the leading vehicle were collected 
every second. Furthermore we used observation notes, pre and post test questionnaires 
to assess driver performance. By altering the traffic density, we increased the 
difficulty level for each response. If the driver's failure to take action resulted in a 
collision (mild or otherwise), a driver's error event was recorded. 

While an in-depth evaluation of the results is still ongoing, early analysis suggests 
that the proposed HUD interface design drastically reduces the chances of an 
accident. In support of the above observations, the derivable feedback from the 
questionnaires is illustrated in Figure 4. In essence, users were asked to evaluate the 
system's features on a 1 to 5 scale, ranging from “Extremely helpful/useful” to “Not 
helpful/useful at all”. Participants' preferences and feedback regarding the visual 
elements highlights the acceptance of the icon functionalities. The first seven 
questions addressing the interface components suitability are provided below: 

A visual inspection of the figures reveals that deployment of the HUD interface in 
simulations 3 and 4 altogether resulted in a responsible driving judgement based on 
the information provided by the system. Almost half of the subjects (43%) indicated 
that they were tempted to pick up the phone (Q5) in a heavy traffic situation, yet, the 
red phone icon prevented successfully all the drivers (100%) from accepting the call 
as depicted in the graph of the question 6 (Q6). In general, the red phone icon has 
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been favoured by the results as for question 4 (Q4) the positive feedback achieved 
86%. The green phone icon was highly appreciated by the users with 57% declaring 
that the icon was extremely useful and 29% very useful, leaving a small percentage to 
the neutral opinion. The icons which had mixed results were the cloud countdown and 
the message icon as questions (Q2) and (Q7) show respectively. An interpretation of 
this drawback is that both icons involved alphanumeric information that were not 
instantly legible as opposed to the other more simplistic icons. Reflecting upon the 
questionnaire suggestions and the user’s preferences we shall focus on the design and 
implementation of new icons. 

Overall, the incoming data “interrupt strategy”, allows the interface mechanism to 
be more efficient in coordinating the transmissions from and to the vehicle achieving 
an undisturbed driving environment for the user.  

 

Fig. 4. Depicts the percentage of a subjective feedbacks derived from the user preference 
ranking of the designer's choices of icon designs and functionalities 

8   Conclusions 

We have presented our initial evaluation of a proposed HUD design, which aids 
driver awareness during in-vehicle mobile communications. To facilitate an appraisal 
of the system user trials have been conducted to compare the driver’s performance 
with and without the use of the proposed HUD interface. The experiments have 
shown that the system delivers on its promise for an efficient, non-distracting 
information display conduit. Our future research aims are three-fold. First, we aim to 

 
 

Q1:  How helpful was the green icon for indicating accepted incoming phone call? 
Q2:  How helpful was the time countdown icon colour coding for estimating 
        your remaining phone call time? 
Q3:  How helpful was the red icon for indicating rejection of the incoming phone call? 
Q4:  How helpful was the red phone icon for preventing you accepting the call? 
Q5:  Were you tempted to pick up the phone when the red icon appeared? 
Q6:  Did you picked up the phone when the red phone icon appeared? 
Q7:  How useful did you find the message icon for informing you about the blocked call? 
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examine the behaviour of drivers in scenarios where faulty, or otherwise incomplete, 
information is available. Secondly we aspire to create a new set of icons which would 
depict the incoming information without involving any alphanumeric representations. 
Finally we intend to extrapolate the functions of the system in general by amplifying 
its artificial intelligence capabilities in order to provide automated responses to the 
remote caller on behalf of the user. In such case the interface will interact with both 
ends of the conversation, without distracting the driver or interrupt the incoming call 
with no prior notice for the remote caller. Concluding, it is our belief that in-vehicle 
communications can be improved substantially in the future if the interface design 
incorporates supplementary direct manipulation features and effectively exploit the 
large and currently unused windshield space for their depiction.  
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